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 Tasks 29-34



Преобразуйте слова, напечатанные заглавными буквами в конце строк, 

обозначенных номерами 29–34 так, чтобы они грамматически и лексически 

соответствовали содержанию текста.

Заполните пропуски (белое поле для ввода)  полученными словами . 

Вписывайте слова заглавными буквами.

После того как все поля будут заполнены, нажмите на значок «ключ»      , чтобы 

перейти к ответам выполненного варианта.

Для того, чтобы перейти к выбору вариантов, нажмите на значок «стрелка 

назад». 

                           Инструкция к тренажёру
                  «Word formation (Tasks 29-34) »

Инструкция

ВАРИАНТ
Ы 



   1
   2    3    4

   5
Choose

Инструкция



It's not at all surprising that weather is a favourite topic for many people around 
the world. It affects where we choose to live, what we wear, our moods, and 
perhaps even our   ___________ character.

     

    NATION

A      _________  day can blow away the deepest depression.            SUN

And a gloomy rainy day can make you feel lonely and ____________   .           HAPPY

29

30

31

‘I’m feeling a bit under the weather’ is a common complaint in Britain, 
___________      on Monday mornings.

       ESPECIAL

The weather can really be _____________     for moods and scientists have 
proved this fact.

    RESPONSE

There is a _____________  between our mood and the weather we are having. 
But remember that good weather will have good effects on your mood only if 
you spend more than 30 minutes outdoors a day.

    CONNECT

1

32

33

34

http://oge.fipi.ru/os/project/questions/question_view.php?qst=5EB8A6CB9FD3A259443AC0D3881C89F6-ZP&md=qprint

3C5219



People in Britain often talk about climate and weather. They usually complain 
about their          ______           weather.

     

 CHANGE

However, there are parts of the world where extreme weather causes real 
dangers to the ______________      .

     POPULATE

Sandstorms, tornadoes and floods ____________      cause massive destruction.       REGULAR

29

30

31

Lots of people become           _______      .        HOME

To prevent this destruction, it’s important to forecast disasters in advance. 
Japan is the world    _______          I   in using new technology for this purpose.

       LEAD

The Japanese have also worked out an         ______           system of informing 
people: phone companies automatically notify their customers about 
emergencies and disasters. These warnings are very efficient, and free of 
charge.

     EFFECT

2

32

33

34

http://oge.fipi.ru/os/project/questions/question_view.php?qst=AAAEDC84C61D8A4D4853BF910A28E2AE-ZP&md=qprint

C63ECC



Early in her reign, Queen Victoria and her husband, Prince Albert, had a plan to 
hold a great world-wide exhibition of modern art and design. Sir Joseph Paxton, 
a botanist and landscape      ________          , won the competition to create the 
central exhibition hall.

     

 DESIGN

The                      ___ he produced is still admired by architects today.         BUILD

Although at that time many thought it was      _______          to realize such a 
project.

      POSSIBLE

29

30

31

In 1851, Paxton constructed his Crystal Palace – an                         glass and iron 
pavilion, over a third of a mile long, with 800,000 square feet of floor space. The 
construction was an ultramodern iron frame with glass panels.

       AMAZE

The exhibition was very                                – it drew over six million visitors.        SUCCESS

                                       , it was taken apart in 1854.
     
UNFORTUNATE

3

32

33

34

http://oge.fipi.ru/os/project/questions/question_view.php?qst=BFA9B12088B498EB453D2E035851F7E7-ZP&md=qprint

89AF9C



The 5th of November is Guy Fawkes Night. This holiday is also known as Bonfire 
Night as lighting bonfires is an essential part of the                                  .

     

 CELEBRATE

                           , it’s one of the favourite holidays for children – they simply can’t 
miss the firework display.

     NATURAL

Most parents allow their children to stay outdoors till late at night. It would be                      to 
make them stay at home when the sky is lit up with colours.

         FAIR

29

30

31

However, children should never be left on their own - bonfires and fireworks are 
potentially                              .

      DANGER

Emergency reports say the number of people needing medical care increases on 
this night. Some of them are                           with fire.

        CARE

In spite of the excitement, the children may also catch a cold on this November 
night. Warm jumpers, coats and gloves are more                       than ever.

         USE

4

32

33

34

http://oge.fipi.ru/os/project/questions/question_view.php?qst=824A311B2811BDD34254AA5E6354163A-ZP&md=qprint

07CF5B



Choosing a career is one of the most difficult choices we have to make in our 
lives. There are lots of interesting and                         professions, but which of 
them is the right choice for you?

     

EXCITE

Researchers who work in                            and sociology asked people across the 
UK what their dream job would be.

      EDUCATE

And the results were quite                                .      EXPECTED

29

30

31

According to the survey, people find modest jobs like charity work or gardening 
the most                             .  

       ATTRACT

Often at the top of their list are jobs such as a nurse or                        .       TEACH

The study also shows that people in the UK are very                              and focus 
on the dream jobs they have a realistic chance of getting. 

    PRACTICE

5

32

33

34

http://oge.fipi.ru/os/project/questions/question_view.php?qst=B2370B95F8D095B5469157A0A474C769-ZP&md=qprint

04D997



It's not at all surprising that weather is a favourite topic for many people around 
the world. It affects where we choose to live, what we wear, our moods, and 
perhaps even our   ___________ character.

     

    NATION

A      _________  day can blow away the deepest depression.            SUN

And a gloomy rainy day can make you feel lonely and ____________    .           HAPPY

29

30

31

‘I’m feeling a bit under the weather’ is a common complaint in Britain, 
___________      on Monday mornings.

       ESPECIAL

The weather can really be       ___________   for moods and scientists have 
proved this fact.

    RESPONSE

There is a _____________    between our mood and the weather we are having. 
But remember that good weather will have good effects on your mood only if 
you spend more than 30 minutes outdoors a day.

    CONNECT

1

32

33

34

NATIONAL

SUNNY

UNHAPPY

ESPECIALLY

RESPONSIBLE

CONNECTION



People in Britain often talk about climate and weather. They usually complain 
about their          ______            weather.

     

 CHANGE

However, there are parts of the world where extreme weather causes real 
dangers to the ______________      .

     POPULATE

Sandstorms, tornadoes and floods ____________      cause massive destruction.       REGULAR

29

30

31

Lots of people become           _______     .        HOME

To prevent this destruction, it’s important to forecast disasters in advance. 
Japan is the world    _______            in using new technology for this purpose.

       LEAD

The Japanese have also worked out an         ______           system of informing 
people: phone companies automatically notify their customers about 
emergencies and disasters. These warnings are very efficient, and free of 
charge.

      EFFECT

2

32

33

34

CHANGEABLE

POPULATION

REGULARLY

HOMELESS

LEADER

EFFECTIVE



Early in her reign, Queen Victoria and her husband, Prince Albert, had a plan to 
hold a great world-wide exhibition of modern art and design. Sir Joseph Paxton, 
a botanist and landscape      ________          , won the competition to create the 
central exhibition hall.

     

 DESIGN

The                      ___ he produced is still admired by architects today.         BUILD

Although at that time many thought it was      _______          to realize such a 
project.

      POSSIBLE

29

30

31

In 1851, Paxton constructed his Crystal Palace – an                           glass and iron 
pavilion, over a third of a mile long, with 800,000 square feet of floor space. The 
construction was an ultramodern iron frame with glass panels.

       AMAZE

The exhibition was very                                – it drew over six million visitors.        SUCCESS

                                       , it was taken apart in 1854.
     
UNFORTUNATE

3

32

33

34

http://oge.fipi.ru/os/project/questions/question_view.php?qst=BFA9B12088B498EB453D2E035851F7E7-ZP&md=qprint

89AF9C
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AMAZING
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UNFORTUNATELY



The 5th of November is Guy Fawkes Night. This holiday is also known as Bonfire 
Night as lighting bonfires is an essential part of the                                  .

     

 CELEBRATE

                            , it’s one of the favourite holidays for children – they simply 
can’t miss the firework display.

     NATURAL

Most parents allow their children to stay outdoors till late at night. It would be                      to 
make them stay at home when the sky is lit up with colours.

         FAIR

29

30

31

However, children should never be left on their own - bonfires and fireworks are 
potentially                                .

      DANGER

Emergency reports say the number of people needing medical care increases on 
this night. Some of them are                           with fire.

        CARE

In spite of the excitement, the children may also catch a cold on this November 
night. Warm jumpers, coats and gloves are more                     than ever.          USE

4

32

33

34

http://oge.fipi.ru/os/project/questions/question_view.php?qst=824A311B2811BDD34254AA5E6354163A-ZP&md=qprint

07CF5B

CELEBRATION

NATURALLY

UNFAIR

DANGEROUS

CARELESS

USEFUL



Choosing a career is one of the most difficult choices we have to make in our 
lives. There are lots of interesting and                         professions, but which of 
them is the right choice for you?

     

EXCITE

Researchers who work in                               and sociology asked people across 
the UK what their dream job would be.

      EDUCATE

And the results were quite                                .      EXPECTED

29

30

31

According to the survey, people find modest jobs like charity work or gardening 
the most                               .  

       ATTRACT

Often at the top of their list are jobs such as a nurse or                       .       TEACH

The study also shows that people in the UK are very                            and focus on 
the dream jobs they have a realistic chance of getting.  

    PRACTICE

5

32

33

34

http://oge.fipi.ru/os/project/questions/question_view.php?qst=B2370B95F8D095B5469157A0A474C769-ZP&md=qprint

04D997

EXCITING

EDUCATION

UNEXPECTED

ATTRACTIVE

TEACHER

PRACTICAL
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